Introduction
a necessary preamble to a demonstration of the effect of sample support on the precision 100 of sampling estimates, and on their site-by-site repeatability.
101
When we fit covariance functions (or, comparably, variograms) to data on soil and 102 then use these to predict by kriging we are undertaking model-based statistical analysis, in 103 which the random variation of our target variable is assumed to come from an underlying 104 stochastic process, and our data are treated as a realization of a random function which 105 is modelled. This is in contrast to design-based analysis in which we have sampled the 106 soil according to a probability sample design (such as stratified random sampling) and it 107 is this randomized sampling scheme that allows us to analyse our observations as random we can compute its variance over some region, and can then treat this as the expected 110 value of the variance of the population of values in that region when it is sampled according 111 to a randomized design (Cochran, 1977) . This approach was taken by Papritz & Webster Note that in this paper I assume that all samples are drawn from a two-dimensional 122 space and aggregate sample supports are defined over two-dimensional regions, although The covariance function.
In the following sections the observations of a soil variable on a point support are modelled 128 as realizations of a random function, Z(x). We assume that this random function consists 129 of a mean (fixed effect) and a random effect. The mean may be the overall mean of Z 130 across the region of interest, in which case the random effect represents the variation of 131 Z about that mean. Alternatively, we may have divided the region of interest into classes 132 such as soil map units or land-use classes. In this case the mean for Z(x) could be the 133 mean value of Z for the class that occurs at location x, and the random effect is the 134 within-class variation. For simplicity in this section the overall mean is the fixed effect.
135
The random effect is assumed to be a second-order stationary random function which 136 means that it has finite variance and so the spatial covariance function exists:
where h denotes a separation (lag) in space. The covariance declines as the lag distance, practice is the nugget effect. There is always some minimum separation, larger than zero,
145
between observations in a real data set and variation that is not spatially dependent at 146 lags larger than this minimum distance cannot be distinguished from spatially correlated 147 variation. As a result the covariance function will appear to converge to some value less 148 than the a priori variance as the lag distance decreases, the spatially correlated variance, model for the covariance function, fitted to data, is therefore
where ρ(h) is a spatial correlation function such as the spherical
where a is presented after the vertical bar because it is a parameter of the correlation 155 function, the range.
156
The covariances of bulk samples: discrete regularization.
157
Let x i denote the ith sample location, for which a single composite sample is to be 158 formed on an aggregate support. A total of n i cores is collected at a local array of sites
159
X i = {x i,1 , x i,2 , . . . , x i,n i }. I assume that the aggregate support is fixed for all sites so 160 n i = n j = n ∀i, j and (x i,m − x i ) = (x j,m − x j ) = a m ∀i, j; 1 < m ≤ n. I denote the 161 aggregate support by A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n |κ} where the vector κ characterizes the size 162 and shape of a single aliquot.
163
LetZ A (x i ) denote a random function, the value of soil property z determined on case. An actual observation of property z on this aggregate support would be written 167z
A (x i ). I assume thatZ A (x i ) is equal to the arithmetic mean of Z at the locations in the
This ignores any sub-sampling error in extracting material for analysis from the aggregated 170 material, but this error is present in all analysis of field soil samples, regardless of their 171 basic support, and so is not relevant to a comparison between sample supports.
172
The implication of Equation (4) 
where h is a lag vector. On the assumption that the variable on point support is stationary 177 in the variance, it is clear from the covariance of two sample means that this expression 178 is given by
where 
where for the specified aggregate support.
198
The discretely regularized covariance function must be computed from Equation (6 
If the linear extent of R is large in comparison with the range of the covariance function 222 then the double integral in Equation (8) them is computed.
228
It may be that region R is to be sampled by stratified random sampling. In this case 229 the within-stratum variance is required to compute the standard errors of our estimates.
230
We may distinguish two situations here. In the first, geometrical stratification, the strata Re-sampling and location error. with probability density function f (D) and distribution
where the mean of zero indicates the lack of bias, and the form of the covariance matrix,
283
with I the identity matrix, shows that the errors are isotropic, they are uncorrelated and 284 their standard deviation in any dimension is equal to σ l .
285
We may characterize the repeatability of a soil monitoring scheme given location and then independently re-sampling on the same support, with location error in each case.
289
We assume that no change occurs between the two samplings, so the differences between 290 the determinations simply reflect spatial variability on the aggregrate support. The mean 291 covariance between the determinations is C 1,2
where the integral is over both dimensions of the variate D. This can be scaled to a
The stronger this correlation the greater the repeatability of our observations of the soil, site-by-site, on the specified aggregate support. 
where ρ(h) is the fitted correlation function and ρ sp (h||h min |) is a spherical correlation 
Data and Analyses

330
The data used here were collected on core support in an agricultural landscape in Bed- waste ground on field margins and some sports grass) with 60 observations.
354
One sub-sample of the soil from each location was oven-dried to a constant weight 
359
The carbonate content was determined by the water-filled calcimeter method of Williams
360
(1949) and the organic carbon content (OC) was calculated by subtracting this value 361 from the total carbon content. Soil organic carbon content was then expressed in units 362 of grammes of organic carbon per 100 g dry soil.
363
One outlying observation was removed from the data set (19 g OC 100 g −1 soil).
364
It was very different from the remaining data (the next-largest value was 8.5 g 100g −1 )
365
and would have an undue influence on estimated covariances. Table 1 Table 2 . Since the data were on a transect it had to 383 be assumed that the random effect was isotropic. Figure 2 shows the covariance function Table 2 was used. The results are plotted in Figure 5 for 430 point, G-BASE and NSI support. An upper bound for the correlation was also obtained 431 by substituting a spherical covariance function for the nugget as in Equation (12) with 432 |h min | = 3 m, and this is also shown in Figure 5 .
433
Defra (2003) reports estimates of relocation error in revisiting soil sampling sites.
434
On enclosed land it was estimated that the relocation error was less than 10 m in 61% for these regions so that the precision in each is similar.
465
There are potentially large differences between the a priori variances of soil data on 
